GAYLORD TILT STANDS

- Help ensure uninterrupted supply of material
- Use Gravity to Feed Material to your Loader Wand
- Tilt angle automatically adjusts as gaylord empties.

Overview:
- 1500 lb. Capacity
- 45° Tilt Angle Produced by an Air Bag Device
- Air Pressure: 40 to 100 psi.
- Base frame and Tilter Bucket are 7 Gauge Steel

Optional:
- Control unit: Includes Pressure Regulator and gauge
- Vacuum wand Holder : 3/4” Dia. Steel
- Electric or Air Vibrator with Timer Control
- Movable by Fork Lift
- Finish: Vista Gray Epoxy

Optional: Hand or Foot Valve Control
Above – Floor level
Side Tilt (instead of corner tilt)

Part#   PRICE
GFT1500 $1550.00

Call for Pricing... Quantity Discounts Available
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